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Synopsis
With thoroughly revised advice for finding, evaluating, and documenting sources, this handy spiral-bound booklet covers the essential information college students need for research assignments in more than 30 disciplines. New, up-to-date documentation models guide students as they cite common sources and newer sources such as blogs, podcasts, online videos, and reposted Web content in one of four documentation styles (MLA, APA, Chicago, and CSE). And new advice and examples help students engage in the research process, find entry points in debates, and develop their authority as researchers. The many examples, according to one college librarian, "are realistic and relevant." Research and Documentation in the Digital Age is the perfect companion to any college textbook.
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Customer Reviews
This book is a real gem for people working with APA, Chicago, CSE or MLA styles of citation. Comprehensive range of different types of sources explained. Very user-friendly format. Clear examples. A great resource for students or teachers who need to make citations correctly.

This is an essential book for every new college student. I just bought this one to upgrade from the 4th edition which I bought several years ago. Everything you need to know about citations is in this book, and I have never had a teacher correct any of my references or citations by following exactly what this book shows.
New book is fine--updates from previous edition.

I Purchased this book for my Son attending College, it was in excellent condition, clean, no missing pages. Great price too...

Since they took down the website, this has been the perfect hardcopy replacement. A must have for all writers and students! :D

I didn’t realize how small it is, but that doesn’t matter. I bought it for one of my classes. It came just on time.

This handbook is okay, but its organization is not. I feel as if I slogged through looking for what I needed.

I bought my book from here and I got it without any complications. It’s easy to ready it from my laptop
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